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Features of the seventh edition of this full-color topographic map include detailed road networks,

large-scale inset maps of towns and points of interest, hiking trails, parks, beaches, peaks, and

ridges, with more than 2,200 place names.

Series: Reference Maps of the Islands of Hawai'i

Map

Publisher: University of Hawaii Press; 7th ed. edition (November 1, 2007)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 082483075X

ISBN-13: 978-0824830755

Product Dimensions:  5.3 x 0.1 x 9.6 inches

Shipping Weight: 2.4 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.3 out of 5 stars       50 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #351,218 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #11 inÂ Books > Travel > United

States > Hawaii > Oahu   #283 inÂ Books > Reference > Atlases & Maps > Atlases & Gazetteers  
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"Far and away [among] the best (and most beautiful) maps of the islands available today."

Nice well detailed map of O'ahu.Reasonable detail on the map with a few mini maps for certain

areas (Honolulu, Kaneohe, and Kahala Head).Would be great for vacationing, but since we live here

I really want something with more detail (street names, areas and neighborhoods).

This map gives a new (or old) local or a visitor an excellent sense of the entire island. Internet maps

on your cell phone can get you where you want to go, but you might not know what you have been

close to and missed seeing as you were driving to a destination. Sights, beaches, towns and

historical places are all well marked. A great resource.

Excellent Product! Excellent service! Thank you!

It does show the whole island and some details of Honolulu, Kaneohe, and Kahala Head areas but



hardly any street names. No smaller roads are on there either. It's not detailed at all with roads but

does have points of interest. Don't count on using this map for off the beaten path adventures.

The problem with a GPS is that it will take you where you know where you want to go, but it doesn't

tell you what is just next door that you don't know about. And often a GPS will want to take you the

wrong route because it is stupid. And it won't account for the surf competition that is on, or the

backroad that will take you home 10 miles shorter, but because it isn't a highway, it will ignore the

route. That is why you need a good map. This is one.

I like this map - I like the whole series for the islands. The topography is well laid out so it makes it

easy to locate the town or street you need. Planning a route is easy. Folded size is the same as

normal street maps you have in your vehicle.

Nice map for driving with a lot of outlined detail. Highlights many interesting destinations including

beaches. I do however wish these maps were more durable. They seem to rip at the creases with

very little wear.

We traveled around the island of Oahu and the map was very helpful. The map was alittle help in

Wikiki and Honolulu but the best map for the cities is to use your phone for Google maps.
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